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Gaggenau uses sensory experiences to make brands 
tangible. But what is the idea behind this concept of 
presentation? Here, we are given some insight by 
Sven Baacke, Head of Brand Design at Gaggenau, 
and architect Hendrik Müller of eins:33.
Oliver HerwiG

TurninG TecHnOlOGy        inTO an experience
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Gaggenau goes all the way
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Brand communication is often shaped by abstract val-
ues. Gaggenau takes the opposite approach. with a 
history stretching back 300 years, the company wants 
to make the abstract tangible through sensory expe-
riences like those seen at the last eurocucina trade 
fair. rather than a simple booth, one find’s a square 
courtyard bathed in golden light. in every corner, craft-
speople go about their task as though in a workshop, 
or – as designer-in-chief Sven Baacke says, pausing 
beforehand – an ‘estate’. The smell of freshly baked 
bread hangs in the air; cesare casella serves brus-

chetta, and star vintner elisabetta Foradori from the 
Trentino region pours wine. The place hums with the 
voices of visitors who have naturally gravitated to the 
area and evidently have no desire to leave. They are 
firmly seated in a piazza in the middle of the booth, in 
the middle of a three-dimensional brand experience. 

But how does such 3D branding work? what was the 
specific brief? Sven Baacke provides an analysis: “a 
few years ago, our showrooms and trade fair stands 
were purist and perfect – a white cube. But this tend-
ed to feel distant. visitors only stayed for some five 
minutes…. “Today, visitors hang around. not because 
someone comes over and explains the ten command-
ments of Gaggenau to them, but because of how they 
feel: they like being there, they understand what we 
are trying to do.” 
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evoking passion through ideas. and moreover, with 
an attitude that backs up what they are saying, which 
brings it all to life. “Gaggenau’s brand values are re-
flected at different levels in our concepts”, explains 
brand architect Hendrik Müller: “all of the materials 
we use are authentic, our concepts are no-nonsense 
down to the very last detail, and they communicate 
exceptional topics and stories about the brand.” Müller 
is a pragmatist; he knows that “ultimately, kitchen stu-
dios are sales rooms. a trade fair booth thinks about 
the brand, a sales room about the product.”

THe GaGGenau MinDSeT

This is where we witness the greatest change; as Sven 
Baacke explains, the focus is on an “emotional and 
educational” brand experience. in 2010, Gaggenau 
set up its production facility at the trade fair – and not 
just for show, but genuinely,  “including pin-ups in the 
lockers”. Such a performance “impacts many coun-
tries, right through to the showroom”, says Baacke 

with conviction. He has continued on this chosen path 
to form what has become a trilogy of direct experi-
ences. it’s all about attitude: “How can this be con-
veyed? Suddenly, we had the idea of a farmstead. at 
first it seemed somewhat simple, somewhat banal: 
to invite manufacturers who have a particular way 
of thinking, who know what they are doing and who 
do it with passion.” Such as elisabetta Foradori, who 
makes her wine in amphorae and “tells her story very 
quietly”. Or slow baker ingo rasche, who (in the im-
age reel) says: “Baking is the luxury of simplicity. To-
day, many things are mapped-out in exquisite detail, 
losing their authenticity in the process.” But is this not 
just edutainment? Baacke shakes his head: “That’s 
not the point; this isn’t some Saturday night Tv show. 
it’s about the people who convey our mind-set, the 
Gaggenau mind-set.”

personalise. and create space for communication in 
which the abstract brand experience becomes filled 
with specific sensations – and positive, surprising dis-
cussions. Brand architect Hendrik Müller cuts to the 
heart of the matter. This is about more than materiality, 
surfaces, and lighting design; what is crucial is “a clear 
architectural signature and a concept that people can 
understand intuitively: the ‘big picture’, insightful and 
highly recognisable.” Something that makes a lasting 
impression on the visitor, who absorbs the Gaggenau 
brand with a glass of wine in hand. ‹

gaggenau.com
einszu33.com

“A few years ago, our showrooms 
and trade fair stands were purist 
and perfect – a white cube. But 
visitors only stayed for some five 
minutes…. Today, visitors hang 
around”, says Sven Baacke, head 
of design at Gaggenau (left).

Hendrik Müller, eins:33, (right): 
“All of the materials we use 
are authentic. Our concepts 
communicate exceptional topics 
and stories about the brand.”
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covered markets are a popular feature of cities and 
towns in many countries, offering an honest and direct 
shopping experience. Over the years, these have be-
come symbolic of varied, high-quality produce and of a 
vibrant local custom. Many people love to shop in such 
surrounds for their fruits and vegetables, meat and fish, 
bread, wine, and cheese – not just as a step in the pre-
paring of a meal, but as an experience in its own right. 

Market halls are also places in which to exchange in-
formation and communicate, to meet with others, and 
to pass the time. in this public arena, quality is renego-
tiated each and every day, with freshness and choice 
constantly cultivated. Sometimes such places can ap-
pear anachronistic, a laborious and antiquated coun-
terpoint to the domineering discount supermarkets; a 
relic of times gone by that, nevertheless, attract con-
tinuing and increasing attention. attempts to bring an 
end to these beloved retail locales automatically meets 
with protest and resistance. plans for new incarnations 
are welcomed warmly from all quarters. However, with 
the advent of organically grown foodstuffs, of slow food 
and nutritional awareness – if not before – markets have 
experienced a hardly surprising revival, having long 
been much more than just an alternative offering, they 
have become deeply rooted in our traditions and remain 
committed to certain quality standards.

a perFecT place TO cOMMunicaTe

Gaggenau therefore had no qualms about choosing 
this format as a metaphor for its presence at Biennale 
interieur 2014 in Kortrijk (Belgium). “For us, the concept 
of the market hall is highly contemporary,” explains 
lieve vandeweert, “a large, open, and light space in 
which people come together.” as Senior Designer at 
creneau, she has created a booth for Gaggenau that 
conveys openness and draws on the features of his-
torical forerunners. The open structure rises almost 
seven metres off the ground via lateral supports. The 
cross-section and construction are reminiscent of fac-
tory halls and manufactories in the industrial age. at 
that time, they too were built in this way, using steel 
and wood. what made them special was the vast 
space without supports traversing the room. an ideal 
and flexible setting for the handling of goods and for 
interdependent production. and a perfect place to 
communicate, to talk and enjoy. The trade fair booth 
for the biennale discreetly conveys the values of the 
Gaggenau brand: tradition, craftsmanship and design, 
quality, and sustainability. vandeweert explains: “it was 
important to understand these values before develop-
ing the project, namely the company’s origins in the 
Black Forest, the maintaining of tradition, and the fo-
cus on craftsmanship and continuity.”

The authentic staging of a brand within an exhibition hall 
requires a strong concept. Since 2010, Gaggenau – the 
domestic appliance manufacturer – has been following a 
clear strategy: trade fair presentations are based solely on 
the values of the brand. Gaggenau’s focus is on precision 
craftsmanship and bridging the gap between tradition and 
the avant-garde.

JörG ZiMMerMann
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an everlaSTinG iMpreSSiOn
Gaggenau at Biennale Interieur

Gaggenau has choosen the 
market hall as a metaphor for its 
presence at the Biennale interieur 
2014 in Kortrijk (Belgium). 

The booth design references the 
past, while the interior bridges the 
gap with the present. Kitchen and 
dining room are united  to form a 
new living space. a long, tailor-
made table is situated in the 
centre of the generous space.
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The booth design references the past, while the interior 
bridges the gap with the present. a long, tailor-made 
table is situated in the centre of the generous space, 
inviting visitors to take their time and relax on a classic 
cH33 chair by Hans J. wegner. wireflow lights by arik 
levy add a contemporary touch. a kitchen is installed 
in the back section of the stand, where people can 
prepare food, cook, and bake using Gaggenau appli-
ances. But this is not a fictional concept – it recalls 
the demanding nature of everyday life. Kitchen and 
dining room are united once more to form a new liv-
ing space. Market hall, kitchen, and dining room – the 
images fuse and overlap. The whole is what counts. 
and the attention to detail. Gaggenau’s commitment is 
reflected in the selection of materials and in the work-
manship. The spruce wood framework-structure refer-
ences the Black Forest, square wall tiles shimmer in 
the same royal blue colour as that of the enamel used 
for the Gaggenau ovens. There is no redundant deco-
ration; what matters is understanding, and reducing 
things down to the essential.

in this way, the staging at Kortrijk ties-in seamlessly 
with the trade fair concepts presented by Gaggenau in 
recent years at eurocucina in Milan and living Kitchen 
in cologne – forming a trilogy that began with the fac-
tory concept ‘a glimpse behind the scenes’, back in 
2010. Stacks of latticework boxes created a factory 
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ambience, emphasised by way of a machine used to 
process steel strips weighing up to three tonnes. in-
sights into various phases of the production process 
indicated the care and accuracy with which products 
are made and assembled at Gaggenau. in 2012, the 
concept focused on resources and raw materials, 
both in the manufacture of Gaggenau appliances and 
when using the finished devices to prepare high-quality 
foodstuffs. The idea of a universally exclusive culinary 
culture has continued into 2014. Staging the produc-
tion of bread and wine turned this year’s eurocucina 
into an homage to traditional craftsmanship and so-
phisticated lifestyles. and now in Kortrijk, discovery 
and enjoyment in an unusual and striking setting also 
plays a key role. visitors to the biennale are welcomed 
as guests and entertained with fine wine and freshly 
baked bread. ‹

gaggenau.com
interieur.be
creneau.com

Biennale interieur 2014 takes place in Kortrijk, Belgium from 17 to 26 
October 2014. interieur.be
Available at the fair is a free DAMN° guide, with highlights of the Biennale, 
including interviews, backstories, and much more. 

Market hall, kitchen, and dining 
room – the images fuse and 
overlap. Visitors take their time 
and relax on a classic CH33 chair 
by Hans J. Wegner. Wireflow 
lights by Arik Levy add a 
contemporary touch.

The trade fair booth discreetly conveys the 
values of the
Gaggenau brand: tradition, craftsmanship 
and design,
quality, and sustainability.

Clockwise:
Factory concept, Eurocucina 2010
Raw materials concept, Eurocucina 2012
Farmstead concept, Eurocucina, 2014


